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Government of India as a whole ? — Yes, certainly. It is examined departmentally by the Commerce department, and then the matter is always taken in council.
 25.	Are the communications to the Secretary of
State for any observations he wishes to make made
before or after the thing has reached the stage when
the Government of India takes up the case for con
sideration ? — The Government of India as a whole
considers the case before the   Secretary of State's
observations are asked for.
 26.	And  that   I   gather  is   before  there   is   any
legislative proposals ? — Yes.
 27.	Then does the legislative proposal take the
form of a proposed clause in the Finance Bill ? — No.
We always have a separate Bill for protective duties.
That is simply a rule of procedure ;   there is nothing
in the Government of India Act.    But we find that
it is more satisfactory to have a separate Bill for
particular  protective  duties.    We  have  a   Bill   to
protect the steel industry, or a Bill to protect the
paper industry, whatever it may be, ir order to have
a clear-cut issue on which the Assembly can give its
decision.
 28.	That stage will of course be after the com
munication  to the  Secretary  of  State  which  you
referred to ? — Yes.
 29.	You have given us in general terms what the
position is.    What I should like to know is whether
there is any important case since the Tariff Board
has been set up when there has been in fact some
intervention on the part of the Secretary of State
which has prevented the proposal which the Govern
ment of India would otherwise have put forward to
the Tariff Board ?— No.    And I may add, sir, that
every proposal for protection put before the Assembly
has   been  carried,   so  that  we  may  say  that  the
Assembly   has   confirmed   the   proposals   that   we
arrived at after considering the observations of the
Secretary of State.
 30.	The proposal to reduce the tariff on steel was
made, I gather, in the year 1927 ? — Yes.
 31.	Was that in the same way submitted to the
Secretary of State for observations before the pro
posed reduction was suggested ?— Yes.
 32.	And did the Assembly in the same way agree ?
— Yes.    That Bill was the only Bill on which there
was at all a close division in the Assembly.    That
was not on the principle of protection, but owing
to the  fact  that the Tariff  Board  recommended
oifierential duties on continental and British steel
It was   entirely  on   technical   grounds,   but   quite
naturally there was a certain feeling among certain
parties^in the Assembly that this was what they
called     Imperial preference by the backdoor "    It
was not at all so really, and it was carried in the
Assembly in spite of that suspicion.
 33.	Would the fact of lowering the duty on British
steel be held as Imperial preference ?    I have not
understood what you mean by  "Imperial prefer
ence    ?— There were people also in the Assembly
sir, who did not think so either.    The point is that
the British steel is of a higher quality thaS continental
steel.    Continental steel is very much cheaper and
jf lower quality,  and it was  competing with the
Indian made steel to an extent that the British steel
could not;   and by having differential duties both
•classes of steel were put on the same footing for the
purposes of competition with Indian steel
34 Sir Arthur Froom : Arising out of the statement made by the Chairman in connection with the High Commissioner, the High Commissioner has -also a Trades Commissioner, has he not ?— Yea
35. And does he work with the High Commissioner ?— He is under the High Commissioned
30. The present Trades Commissioner in London was at one tone occupying the post of Commerce
between the High Com-t in India ?—

 
 39.	In connection with the Tariff Board you told
the Chairman that the Tariff Board was undey the
Commerce department ?—Yes.
 40.	But  the   Conference   should   not   understand
that the Commerce department in any way influences
its recommendations ?—We are very particular about
that.    As  a  matter of fact,   the traditions  of the
Tariff Board were established by Sir George Rainy,
who was the first president and is now the Commerce
Member, and by Sir Padamji Ginwalla the present
president, who was also one of the first members.
It was always established  that  once the  terms  of
reference have gone to the Tariff Board, the Commerce
department  takes  no  further  interest  in   the  case
until the report is received.    We do not have any
communications with them at all on the subject.
 41.	Have  there been many instances where the
recommendations of the Tariff Board have not been
acted upon ?—No. We have generally acted upon their
recommendations.
 42.	You always take action ?—Yes.    But we have
to   consider   their  recommendations.    The   line   we
generally take in dealing with a Tariff Board report is
that we accept their findings of fact.    We do not
re-open their enquiry, and do not attempt to do their
work for them again.    We consider whether their
recommendations  follow   naturally   from   the   facts
they found, or possibly there are other reasons.
 43.	In other words, the Commerce department can
bring a wider view to bear on the recommendations
of the Tariff Board.    That does not cause any reflec
tion on their recommendations ?—Not at all.
 44.	In connection with the Bill for the protection
of the steel industry yo.u mentioned that in the case
of the second Bill in 1927 a certain amount of dis
cussion or debate arose in the Legislative Assembly,
because it was held that a particular portion of that
Bill gave rise to Imperial preference ?—Yes.
 45.	Would you tell the  Conference whether the
Legislative Assembly as a body was in your opinion
against Imperial preference ?—They never expressed
a definite opinion on the subject, but there is always
a  great   anxiety amongst  certain  people   in  India
which is   really  expressed   in   this  passage  which
the Chairman read out from the Joint Committee's
report, that the fiscal policy of India is dictated from
Whitehall.    They are very sensitive about that, and
I think they always feel that anything "which smacks
of Imperial preference in any way is influenced in
some way by His Majesty's Government.
 46.	Then in connection with the division of work
in the Commerce department, I believe you are in
charge on the commerce side, and the Chief Com
missioner for Railways on the railway side ?—Yes.
 47.	I   suggest that  those   two   sides   are   inter
related; for instance, you are in charge of ports ?—
Yes.
 48.	And ports and railways are connected ?—Yes.
 49.	Will you explain to the Conference when you
work   together  jointly?—The   Chief   Commissioner
and myself tour together when we have to consider
any harbour problem that has arisen.
- 60. Turning to commercial matters, have you noticed in the Central Legislature any tendency to introduce any distinction or discriminatory legislation in commerce ?—We bad rather a striking case at the last session in a private Bill introduced by Mr. Haji for the reservation of coastal traffic; That has been the most striking instance, I think.
 51.	Would   you   suggest    that    the    Legislative
Assembly   is in favour   of   discrimination   in  such
matters ?—I should doubt very much whether the
Assembly as a body would agree to any measure of
discriminatory legislation of an economic nature.
 52.	The  Chairman:   What is. the nature of the
disCTirmnatioii likely to be ?    Is it the discrimination
betweep. enterprises which are substantially owned
by Indians, or by persons domiciled in India ?
Sir Arthur Froom : Yes, sir.
53.	Sir Hari Singh Gour:   Mr. Haji's Coastal Bill
was for the purpose of having ships plying near the
Indian   coasts  registered   in   India.     If   they  are

